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Decentralized Time-Synchronized Channel Swapping for Ad Hoc Wireless Networks

George Smart, Nikos Deligiannis, Rosario Surace, Valeria Loscri, Giancarlo Fortino, and Yiannis Andreopoulos

Abstract—Time-synchronized channel hopping (TSCH) is currently the most efficient solution for collision-free, interference-avoiding communications in ad hoc wireless networks, such as wireless sensor networks, vehicular networks, and networks of robots or drones. However, all variants of TSCH require some form of centralized coordination to maintain the time-frequency slotting mechanism. This leads to slow convergence to steady state and moderate time-frequency slot utilization, especially under node churn or mobility. We propose decentralized time-synchronized channel swapping (DT-SCS), a novel protocol for medium access control (MAC) in ad hoc wireless networks. Under the proposed protocol, nodes first converge to synchronous beacon packet transmissions across all available channels at the physical layer, with balanced number of nodes in each channel. This is done by the novel coupling of distributed synchronization and desynchronization mechanisms—which are based on the concept of pulse-coupled oscillators—at the MAC layer. Decentralized channel swapping can then take place via peer-to-peer swap requests/acknowledgments made between concurrent transmitters in neighboring channels. We benchmark the convergence and network throughput of DT-SCS, TSCH and the Efficient Multichannel MAC (EM-MAC) protocol (seen as the state-of-the-art in decentralized, interference-avoiding, multichannel MAC protocols) under simulated packet losses at the MAC layer. Moreover, performance results via a Contiki-based deployment on TelosB motes reveal that DT-SCS comprises an excellent candidate for decentralized multichannel MAC layer coordination by providing for: quick convergence to steady state, high bandwidth utilization under interference and hidden nodes, and high connectivity.

Index Terms—Channel hopping, pulse-coupled oscillators, decentralized medium access control (MAC), ad hoc networks.

I. Introduction

DATA-INTENSIVE ad hoc wireless networks, such as visual sensor networks [1]–[5], networks of mobile robots, vehicles and drones [6]–[10], and wireless capsule endoscopy [11], require:

- high bandwidth to transmit large amounts of sensory data (images, video, acceleration and position data, etc.) with low latency and the smallest possible impact on each sensor’s battery resources [12]–[14];
- spontaneous and quick convergence to a network steady-state when multiple sensors are suddenly activated to monitor an event [15]–[18], e.g., in vehicular networks [8], [9];
- robustness to interference in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz or the 5.9 GHz dedicated short range communication (DSRC) bands [9], [19], [20], used by ad hoc wireless network deployments.

Beyond these requirements, the recent thrust towards machine-to-machine (M2M) communications [21], [22] and the integration of wireless sensor networks with the generic internet infrastructure via 6LoWPAN support at the Network layer [4], [23], [24] call for the development of ad hoc communication protocols at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer, i.e., protocols that do not depend on any pre-existing infrastructure, such as access points, interference-free control channels, and universal coordinated time (UTC) mechanisms.

The concept of channel hopping has gained acceptance as a good solution for wireless MAC layer coordination, with time-synchronized channel hopping (TSCH) [25] and multichannel DSRC [26] now comprising essential elements of the IEEE 802.15.4e-2012 [27], [28] and IEEE 802.11p [29] standards, respectively. Channel hopping enables nodes to hop between the available channels of the physical layer (e.g., the 16 channels of the 2.400-2.484 GHz band [28] or the 7 channels of the 5.850-5.925 GHz band [26]). This is performed such that transmitters and receivers are evenly spread across channels, so nodes are not constantly in a channel with excessive interference.

Fig. 1 depicts an example of the TSCH protocol [25], where an arbitrary topology is formed between 14 nodes (depicted at the bottom) [30]. Each node reserves timeslots within the slotframe interval (horizontal axis of the top part) and within the 16 channels of IEEE 802.15.4 (vertical axis of the top part). Unoccupied slots appear in white. As the slotframe interval of Fig. 1 repeats periodically, all nodes transmit and listen in different channels, thus avoiding concentrated interference. A similar structure applies for the IEEE 1609.4 multichannel DSRC extension [26] of the IEEE 802.11p [29]. Such slotframes have a rigid (pre-defined) structure and filling up the available slots follows a rather complex
We propose a novel decentralized multichannel MAC coordination framework, called decentralized time-synchronized channel swapping (DT-SCS). The proposed protocol leverages the concept of pulse-coupled oscillators (PCOs) [32], [33] at the MAC layer. In DT-SCS, nodes randomly join a channel and are automatically spread across the available channels. The nodes then achieve PCO-based coordination via the periodic transmission of beacon packets at the MAC layer. As such, for channels with an equal number of nodes, DT-SCS converges to synchronized beacon packet transmission at the MAC layer in a completely uncoordinated manner.

It is worth emphasizing that, while the use of PCOs as a means for decentralized synchronization or desynchronization is well-established for single-channel coordination [32], [33], this is the first approach to combine both concepts for decentralized time-synchronized transmissions in a multichannel setup. In addition, the proposed DT-SCS allows for arbitrary pairwise swaps between nodes in neighboring channels with minimal effort and without disrupting the established network operation. Finally, due to the inherent elastic adaptation of PCO mechanisms, our proposal is robust to interference, hidden nodes and node churn, which are frequent phenomena in ad hoc wireless—in particular, mobile—networks.

Our contributions are summarized below:

- We design DT-SCS, a novel protocol that simultaneously marries the key benefits of: (i) a decentralized time-division multiple access (TDMA) schedule, achieved with negatively-coupled PCOs (e.g., DESYNC [32]) within each channel; (ii) spontaneous alignment of nodes’ timeslots across channels by using positively-coupled PCOs (e.g., SYNC [33]), which allows for node pairwise channel swapping without jeopardizing the network stability or bandwidth efficiency; (iii) elastic (rather than rigid) time synchronization and spontaneous adaptation of the available transmission slots across channels via the SYNC/DESYNC coupling coefficients.

- We prove that DT-SCS converges to a balanced steady state and estimate the degree of node connectivity and the expected convergence time.

- We present detailed simulation and experimental results demonstrating the efficacy of the proposed protocol for distributed multichannel coordination in ad hoc wireless networks.

- Finally, we carry out detailed comparisons between DT-SCS, TSCH, and the decentralized Efficient Multichannel MAC (EM-MAC) protocol [34] in terms of convergence delay, bandwidth efficiency, and robustness to interference and hidden nodes.

B. Paper Organization

Regarding the remainder of the paper: Section II reviews related work on multichannel MAC coordination. Section III describes the proposed DT-SCS protocol. Section IV analyzes DT-SCS in terms of stability, connectivity, and convergence time. Section V presents simulation results, whereas Section VI presents experiments with an ad hoc wireless network deployment. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK ON MULTICHANNEL MAC

Multichannel MAC layer coordination has been addressed in numerous ways. The first category comprises schemes that assign channels to nodes in a static manner in order to balance them across the available channels of the used physical layer and maximize bandwidth utilization [27], [35]–[37]. Such solutions, however, achieve reduced node connectivity and are prone to persistent interference in any of the utilized channels. The most representative approach in this category is the IEEE
802.15.4e-2012 CSMA/CA [27] with the coordinator-based reserved slot allocation mode operating in multiple channels.

The second category comprises protocols based on dynamic coordination of node channel hopping. Hwang et al. [38] proposed a low-energy, receiver-driven, channel hopping scheme that does not require global time synchronization. Instead, each sender predicts the wake-up time of each receiver encountered, which is shown to minimize idle listening at the cost of significantly reduced bandwidth efficiency. Tang et al. [34] proposed EM-MAC, a multichannel protocol based on receiver initiated predictive wake-up. In EM-MAC, nodes select the channel for communication by following receiver-driven pseudo-random scheduling and predictive wake-up. EM-MAC is shown to be highly resilient to interference and jamming, albeit also at the cost of reduced duty cycling and bandwidth utilization.

The third category of approaches for multichannel coordination and hopping utilize a control (or “coordination”) channel, where nodes negotiate the channel to use for data transmission. Representative examples include, Y-MAC [39], A-MAC [40], MMAC [41], CAM-MAC [42], the IEEE 1609.4 multichannel DSRC [26] extension of IEEE 802.11p [29], and the TSCH option of IEEE 802.15.4e-2012 [27] that can be seen as the most representative approach from this category. However, the bandwidth and reliability of the control node or channel can become significant obstacles to the efficacy of multichannel MAC protocols in many mobile wireless infrastructures [1], [2], [6]–[9], especially under strong interference conditions. These issues are expected to become more pronounced within ad hoc deployments for M2M and 6LoWPAN networks [4], [21]–[24]. For these reasons, on-going efforts towards a decentralized TSCH mechanism [25] are based on distributed Aloha-based scheduling for the advertisement channel and a gossip mechanism for the propagation and response to advertisements. However, such mechanisms: (i) are still based on the time and energy-consuming RQ/ACK mechanism; (ii) have a rigid slotframe structure (see Fig. 1); and (iii) require a UTC mechanism (e.g., via a GPS unit [25]).

Table I summarizes the features of the most representative protocol from each of the three aforementioned categories of multichannel MAC coordination in conjunction with the proposed DT-SCS protocol. Overall, with the aim to improve channel hopping for ad hoc wireless networks, three key issues can be identified: (i) avoiding the dependence on a coordination channel and/or node and achieving completely decentralized time-frequency coordination with high connectivity and high bandwidth utilization; (ii) providing a decentralized approach for time synchronization in the network; (iii) making node synchronization and timeslot assignment dynamic under varying interference conditions and densities of nodes per channel.

### III. THE PROPOSED DT-SCS PROTOCOL

We first present an overview of the overall operation of the proposed DT-SCS protocol. The detailed operation of the SYNC and DESYNC mechanisms is given in the Section III-B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multichannel Operation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Hopping</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence Time (s)</td>
<td>~ 1</td>
<td>~ 14</td>
<td>~ 4</td>
<td>~ 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Throughput (kbps)</td>
<td>8 – 100</td>
<td>10 – 55</td>
<td>6 – 18</td>
<td>30 – 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience to Interference</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### A. Introduction to the Basic Concept

Consider an ad hoc network comprising $W$ wireless nodes randomly distributed in $C$ channels [see left part of Fig. 2(a)], with each node broadcasting short beacon packets periodically every $T$ seconds. Within each channel, nodes are assumed to be fully-connected (all listen to all) or densely-connected (only a small subset of nodes cannot be reached by all nodes). The proposed DT-SCS balances the number of nodes per channel and adjusts the transmission time of each node’s beacon packets to reach an evenly-distributed timeslot allocation within each channel. Specifically, the nodes in each channel perform PCO-based desynchronization (i.e., they are “DESCYNC” nodes) and elect a single “SYNC” node to provide for cross-channel synchronization. Within each period, the SYNC node of each channel listens for the SYNC beacon message in the next channel and adjusts the transmission time of its own beacon packet in its own channel using PCO-based synchronization [33]. SYNC nodes will also move to the next channel if they detect that less nodes are present there. In this way, the network can converge to the steady state with $W_c = \frac{W}{C}$ nodes per channel$^2$. The beacon packet transmission flow between DT-SCS nodes is illustrated in the right part of Fig. 2(a).

Once the system reaches the steady state, SYNC or DESCYNC nodes in adjacent channels can swap channels and timeslots in pairs using a simple RQ/ACK scheme. Fig. 2(b) highlights the short interval between two consecutive beacon packet transmissions (stemming from two different nodes in a channel), during which RQ/ACK packet transmissions for channel swaps take place. If nodes join or leave the network, all remaining nodes adjust their beacon packet timings spontaneously, in order to converge to a new steady state. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the key aspect of DT-SCS is the spontaneous convergence of the ad hoc wireless network from a random state to a multichannel time synchronized beaconing, without the need for cyclic behavior between the last and the first channel. For instance, in IEEE 802.15.4 the SYNC node of Channel 16 listens for the SYNC beacon message of Channel 1.

$^1$We consider cyclic behavior between the last and the first channel. For instance, in IEEE 802.15.4 the SYNC node of Channel 16 listens for the SYNC beacon message of Channel 1.

$^2$For simplicity, we assume that $W$ is divisible by $C$. However, when this is not the case the scheme balances the number of nodes to $W_c \in \left\{ \left\lfloor \frac{W}{C} \right\rfloor, \left\lceil \frac{W}{C} \right\rceil \right\}$ nodes per channel.
for a coordinator node or a coordinating channel.
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node “curr”, respectively. Specifically, upon receiving the next beacon packet, the phase of node “curr” moves towards the middle of the interval between the phases of “prev” and “next” beacon messages, i.e., the phase values of the nodes become decoupled. The kth phase update of DESYNC with such negative coupling is expressed by3 [32], [44]

\[ \varphi_{\text{curr}}^{(k)} = (1 - \alpha) \varphi_{\text{curr}}^{(k-1)} + \alpha \left( \varphi_{\text{prev}}^{(k-1)} + \varphi_{\text{next}}^{(k-1)} \right) \mod 1, \]

with \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \) the DESYNC phase-coupling constant controlling the speed of the phase adaptation and \( \mod 1 \) denotes the modulo operation with respect to unity. Previous work [32], [44] showed that the reactive listening primitive of the modulo operation with respect to unity. Previous work [32], [44] showed that the reactive listening primitive of
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With \( b_{\text{thres}} \) the preset convergence threshold, typically \( b_{\text{thres}} \in [0.001, 0.100] \). Hence, in the steady state of the DT-SCS protocol, each node in channel \( c \) transmits data packets for \( T \left( \frac{W}{C} - b_{\text{thres}} \right) - l_{\text{swap}} \) seconds in the centre of its timeslot, where \( l_{\text{swap}} \) denotes the duration of the guard time per node. Therefore, the maximum number of nodes supported under collision-free TDMA per channel \( c \) is less than \( \left\lfloor \frac{1}{b_{\text{thres}}} \right\rfloor \).

2) Specify the synchronisation clock (SYNC) update via Positive Coupling: PCO-based synchronization with positive coupling [33] updates each SYNC node’s beacon phase according to a received beacon packet from another SYNC node that is within the listening interval \([\frac{T}{2}, T]\) (second half of the beaconing cycle) [see Fig. 3(b)]. Under the proposed DT-SCS protocol, the phase of each SYNC beacon in channel \( c \) changes after a SYNC beacon packet is received in channel \( c+1 \) within the listening interval. Specifically, it moves closer to the phase of the node that sent the beacon packet in channel \( c+1 \). Hence, the kth phase update of PCO-based synchronization [33] is performed at \( \varphi_{\text{curr}}^{(k-1)} T \) s after the node’s last beacon packet transmission, \( 0.5 < \varphi_{\text{curr}}^{(k-1)} < 1 \), via the positive coupling:

\[ \varphi_{\text{curr}}^{(k)} = (1 + \beta) \varphi_{\text{curr}}^{(k-1)} \mod 1, \]

with \( \beta \in (0, 1) \) the phase-coupling constant controlling the speed of the phase adaptation. Any beacon packets transmitted outside the listening interval \([0.5, 1)\) are ignored with respect to the SYNC phase update. However, in the proposed DT-SCS, these packets are still processed to extract useful information, such as the total number of nodes in the current channel (see Section III-C). After \( k_{\text{sync}} \) phase updates, (3) converges to coordinated SYNC beacon packet broadcasts at intervals of

\[ \frac{1}{W} \times T \] seconds [33]. Similar to the DESYNC case, \( b_{\text{thres}} \) is used4 to detect convergence to SS under (2).

C. Proposed DT-SCS Protocol Description

In an ad hoc wireless network comprising \( W \) nodes that apply the SYNC and DESYNC algorithms within \( C \) channels (\( C > 1 \)), throughput is equally balanced across all nodes when the number of nodes is balanced across all channels, that is, when \( W_c = \{ \frac{W}{C}, \frac{W}{C}, \ldots, \frac{W}{C} \} \) nodes are present within each channel \( c \in [1, ..., C] \). Fig. 4 presents the basic stages of the proposed DT-SCS protocol, which are explained in the following.

1) Node Initialization and Beacon Packet Contents: When initialized, each node joins a channel \( c \in [1, ..., C] \) randomly as a DESYNC node. Initially, nodes have their receivers constantly enabled and send their beacon messages according to the DESYNC rules. Each beacon packet transmitted by each node in channel \( c \) contains:

- 1) the type of beacon packet (SYNC or DESYNC);
- 2) the node unique identity number (node id);
- 3) the node id of the SYNC node in channel \( c \) (NULL if none);
- 4) the number of unique nodes heard in channel \( c \), \( W_c \);
- 5) the number of unique nodes heard (directly or indirectly) in channel \( c + 1 \), \( W_{c+1} \);
- 6) the current mode that the node perceives channel \( c \) to be in, namely, Election mode, Converging mode, or Converged mode (see Fig. 4).

Each node can independently establish the information of parts 3 and 4 by listening on channel \( c \). The information for part 5 is obtained when the SYNC node in channel \( c \) listens to the beacon packet from the SYNC node in channel \( c + 1 \). Alternatively, this information can also be obtained when DESYNC nodes in channel \( c \) listen for an acknowledgment of a swap request and overhear a DESYNC beacon in channel \( c + 1 \). Finally, the information in part 6 is acquired as described in the following two subsections.

2) Election Mode: Election of a SYNC node is initiated in each channel \( c \) when \( N_c \) consecutive periods have passed without receiving a SYNC beacon packet, or when nodes observe that all other nodes report the SYNC node id as NULL.

\[ \text{Since (1) is applied when the next beacon packet is received, we have that } \varphi_{\text{next}}^{(k-1)} = 0 \text{ [see Fig. 3(a)]. However, we include } \varphi_{\text{next}}^{(k-1)} \text{ in (1) to clarify that the operation of DESYNC depends on both the previous and next beacon packet phase.} \]

\[ \text{The thresholds } b_{\text{thres}} \text{ and } b_{\text{thres}} \text{ for the respective cases of DESYNC and SYNC can have different values. For simplicity, in our implementation, we consider } b_{\text{thres}} = b_{\text{thres}}. \]
The value of $N_c$ can be set high enough to avoid reelecting a SYNC node just because SYNC beacon packets were lost due to interference. In our experiments, we found that $N_c = 10$ provided for virtually no reelectations when a SYNC node is already present in each channel $c$, while allowing for fast network response when a SYNC node actually leaves the channel.

Once the nodes in channel $c \in \{1, \ldots, C\}$ go to Election mode, they report this in part 6 of their beacon packets. Each node then randomly generates an 8-bit number, $r \in [0, 255]$, and transmits it in part 3 of its beacon packet. After one complete period, the node with the highest number is elected and transmits it in part 3 of its beacon packet. After one channel $c$, a race condition where nodes would be constantly switching to interference. In our experiments, we found that $W_c = \{\lfloor \frac{W}{C} \rfloor, \lfloor \frac{W}{C} \rfloor \}$ nodes in each channel $c \in \{1, \ldots, C\}$. Examples of balancing are illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 5. The example of Fig. 5 demonstrates that: (i) without the special condition for channel $C$, SYNC nodes would be cyclically switching in perpetuity; (ii) because switching occurs between successive channels during the Converging mode, channels with equal numbers of nodes are clustered together, with an ascending number of nodes per channel. This is an important feature of the algorithm, as it does not permit channels with unequal node counts to be interspersed. As nodes can only swap with their counterpart in neighboring channels$^1$ (a node in channel $c$ may only swap with the concurrently-beaconing node in channel $c+1$), ensuring that channels with equal numbers of nodes are grouped together greatly improves connectivity in the network.

3) Converging Mode via Node Balancing across all C Channels: When nodes are in the Converging mode, no channel swapping takes place. However, in order to balance nodes within the available $C$ channels, SYNC nodes can decide to switch to the next channel if less nodes are present therein, as described next.

During the Converging mode, all nodes apply the DESYNC and SYNC processes of Section III-B. The SYNC node in channel $c$ listens to the next channel for SYNC and DESYNC beacons. By listening to the former, the SYNC node applies phase updates to converge to the synchronous state. By listening to the latter, it establishes the number of nodes present in the next channel, i.e., $W_{c+1}$ (part 5 of beacon packet contents). If

$$W_c - W_{c+1} - 1 \geq 0 \quad (4)$$

and $c < C$, then the SYNC node of channel $c$ switches to channel $c + 1$ and joins as DESYNC node, thereby triggering a new SYNC node election in channel $c$ (after $N_c$ periods). Importantly, the SYNC node in the highest channel, $C$, can switch to channel 1, i.e., perform “cyclic” switching from highest to lowest channel, if

$$W_C - W_1 - 2 \geq 0. \quad (5)$$

This difference in the switching control for channel $C$ prevents a race condition where nodes would be constantly switching between channels.

Via the new SYNC node of channel $c$, all nodes remaining in channel $c$ will observe that $W_{c+1}$ increased by one. Furthermore, after $N_c$ consecutive misses of the beacon of the node id that switched, $W_c$ is decreased by one, i.e., the node is confirmed as having departed channel $c$. The requirement of $N_c$ consecutive misses before assuming that the node has left channel $c$ avoids erroneously decreasing $W_c$ due to a burst of interference in channel $c$.

The above process will lead to nodes moving from lower to higher channels, thereby enabling the network to converge to a balanced number of nodes across all $C$ channels. That is, after balancing, there going to be $W_c = \{\lfloor \frac{W}{C} \rfloor, \lfloor \frac{W}{C} \rfloor \}$ nodes in each channel $c \in \{1, \ldots, C\}$. Examples of balancing are illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 5. The example of Fig. 5 demonstrates that: (i) without the special condition for channel $C$, SYNC nodes would be cyclically switching in perpetuity; (ii) because switching occurs between successive channels during the Converging mode, channels with equal numbers of nodes are clustered together, with an ascending number of nodes per channel. This is an important feature of the algorithm, as it does not permit channels with unequal node counts to be interspersed. As nodes can only swap with their counterpart in neighboring channels$^1$ (a node in channel $c$ may only swap with the concurrently-beaconing node in channel $c+1$), ensuring that channels with equal numbers of nodes are grouped together greatly improves connectivity in the network.

4) Converged Mode, Channel Swapping and Data Transition: Once nodes are in the Converging mode and their SYNC or DESYNC beacon packets fall within the convergence threshold—i.e., $(2)$ holds—they switch to the Converged mode. Nodes can thus begin data transmission following a short guard time interval after their beacon packet broadcast. The duration of their transmission lasts until another short guard time interval prior to the subsequent node beacon packet broadcast, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In the Converged mode, nodes transmit data, send or acknowledge swap requests and swap channels.

Limited listening: Beyond the time required for receiving (or transmitting) data packets, all nodes switch on their transceiver only during beacon guard times [Fig. 2(b)]. This limits the required listening to short time intervals within each period of $T$ sec. The guard time is used to allow for beacon variability due to SYNC or DESYNC beacon time adaptation via phase updates. This adaptation may cause beacon time fluctuations, the range of which is controlled via the coupling parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$. To reduce the listening time further, all nodes can switch to sparse listening, that is, they can opt to listen for beacons only once every several periods.

$^1$In the network configuration of Fig. 5, DESYNC nodes can apply channel swapping only between channel 1 and channel 2, and between channel 3 and channel 4. However, SYNC nodes can still swap places between all four channels, as their beacon packet transmissions remain synchronous.

![Fig. 5. Example of balancing under DT-SCS for a network of $W = 14$ nodes in $C = 4$ channels.](image)
**Channel Swapping:** In Converged mode all DESYNC nodes of each channel \( c \) can opt to transmit swap requests in the next channel (or acknowledge swap requests from a node of channel \( c-1 \)) if, and only if, \( W_{c+1} = W_c \) (or \( W_c = W_{c-1} \)), with \( W_{C+1} \equiv W_1 \) and \( W_0 \equiv W_C \). If a swap is acknowledged, the corresponding Sync or DESYNC nodes swap channels in their subsequent beaconing cycle and remain in the new channel until another swap RQ/ACK event. Because the swap acknowledgment may not always be received by the requesting node, sporadic cases may occur where the node requesting the swap does not actually swap channels. To overcome this, every node that received a swap request transmits its first beacon packet towards the end of the guard time after performing the channel swap. This enables the node to detect that its swap-requesting “partner” is not sending its beacon in its old channel and has indeed carried out the swap. If, however, the swap partner did not carry out the swap, then the node returns to its original channel, resumes beaconing therein and requests a new swap.

By using the channel swapping mechanism, DT-SCS ensures each node can attempt to swap channels whenever: (i) the application requires; (ii) a node must reach nodes not present in its current channel; (iii) excessive interference is observed in a channel. Channel swapping should not be confused with channel switching: the former is done in a peer-to-peer RQ/ACK manner in Converged mode, while the latter is performed in order to balance the total nodes in \( C \) channels during the Converging mode, and it does not use an RQ/ACK mechanism. Finally, as depicted in Fig. 4, nodes in the Converged mode may move back to Converging mode if \( N_c \) consecutive beacon packets are not received from any Sync or DESYNC node. Nodes move to Election mode if \( N_c \) consecutive Sync beacon packets are not received. In both of these modes, no data transmission or channel swapping takes place and nodes listen constantly.

**Coupling Adaptation:** As mentioned in Section III-A, losing beacon packets due to interference may lead to beacon packet transmissions at incorrect times. To absorb transient oscillations of beacon times, while at the same time maintain fast convergence, the values of \( \alpha, \beta, N_c, N_c \) can be adjusted per node. Setting \( \alpha, \beta \to 1 \) and \( N_c, N_c \leq 3 \) allows for very quick convergence and better suits channels experiencing low interference. Conversely, setting \( \alpha, \beta \to 0 \) and \( N_c, N_c \geq 8 \) provides for more stable operation under interference, albeit at the cost of slower convergence and reaction time. While the joint optimization of these parameters with DT-SCS deployments remains a future research topic, we refer to existing work on the impact of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) in single-channel DESYNC and Sync [32], [33].

**IV. Protocol Analysis**

**A. Balancing and Stability**

As described in Section III-C3, during the Converging mode of the proposed DT-SCS protocol, Sync nodes can decide to switch to the next channel if they detect less nodes present therein. We prove below that this mechanism leads to a balanced number of nodes per channel as illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 5.

**Proposition 1.** The proposed node balancing mechanism converges to \( W_c \in \left\{ \left\lfloor \frac{W}{C} \right\rfloor, \left\lceil \frac{W}{C} \right\rceil \right\} \) nodes within each channel \( c \in \{1, ..., C\} \).

Proof: See Appendix A.

Once \( C \) channels have balanced numbers of nodes, the DT-SCS protocol performs repeated PCO-based synchronization [33] across channels and desynchronization [32] within each channel. The former technique leads to synchronized beacon transmissions of Sync nodes across channels, while the latter ensures fair TDMA scheduling between the nodes in a channel. The following proves the efficacy of the algorithm.

**Proposition 2.** For each channel \( c \), the proposed DT-SCS protocol converges to equidistant beacon packet transmissions at intervals of \( T \left( \frac{1}{W_c} \pm b_{thres} \right) \) seconds, with \( W_c \in \left\{ \left\lfloor \frac{W}{C} \right\rfloor, \left\lceil \frac{W}{C} \right\rceil \right\} \) and the Sync beacons are broadcast concurrently in all channels.

Proof: See Appendix B.

**B. Connectivity**

Via channel swapping, the Sync node in each channel \( c \) can eventually reach any node in the remaining channels \( \hat{c} \in \{1, ..., C\}, \hat{c} \neq c \), except for other Sync nodes, since they are concurrently transmitting. Hence, the degree of connectivity of a Sync node is

\[
D_{\text{SYNC}} = W - C.
\]

(6)

Similarly, for all channels with \( \left\lceil \frac{W}{C} \right\rceil \) or \( \left\lfloor \frac{W}{C} \right\rfloor \) nodes, all DESYNC nodes can swap channels in order to reach any other Sync or DESYNC node, except for the DESYNC nodes that are synchronous to them. In the Converged mode, the highest channels will have

\[
W_{\text{DESYNC, high}} = \left\lceil \frac{W}{C} \right\rceil - 1
\]

(8)

DESYNC nodes (and one Sync node), while the lowest channels will have

\[
W_{\text{DESYNC, low}} = \left\lfloor \frac{W}{C} \right\rfloor - 1
\]

(10)

DESYNC nodes (and one Sync node).

**Proposition 3.** The average degree of connectivity of a DESYNC node is

\[
D_{\text{DESYNC}} = \frac{1}{W - C} \left[ (C_{\text{high}} W_{\text{DESYNC, high}})^2 + (C_{\text{low}} - W_{\text{DESYNC, low}})^2 + C_{\text{low}} C_{\text{high}} \times (W_{\text{DESYNC, high}} + W_{\text{DESYNC, low}}) \right]
\]

(11)

Proof: See Appendix C.
In the example of Fig. 2 we get $D_{SYNC} = 9$ and $D_{DESYNC} = 9$, while in the example of Fig. 5 (and following the node placement of Fig. 1), we get $D_{SYNC} = 9$ and $D_{DESYNC} = 7.2$. For the same wireless node placement, TSCH achieves average connectivity of 3.5 under its default configuration (see Section VI for details), which is illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 1.

C. Estimation of Convergence Time

The protocol initiates with $W$ nodes randomly joining $C$ channels. To estimate the expected time for DT-SCS to converge to the steady-state, we must estimate the probability that the ensemble of $W$ nodes will reach combination $i$ out of $C_{W,C}$ possible combinations, with each combination comprising $[W_1(i)\ldots W_C(i)]$ nodes within $C$ channels. Our convergence time estimate is summarized in the following proposition.

**Proposition 4.** Under no packet losses and no hidden nodes in the network, the expected delay until convergence in DT-SCS is

$$d_{W,C} = TN \sum_{i=1}^{C_{W,C}} \left( \Pr(i) \max_{vc} \left| W_c(i) - \left\lfloor \frac{W}{C} \right\rfloor \right) \right). \quad (12)$$

with

$$C_{W,C} = \frac{(W+C-1)!}{(C-1)!W!}. \quad (13)$$

and

$$\Pr(i) = \prod_{c=1}^{C-1} \left( \frac{W_{res,c}(i)}{W_c(i)} \right) \left( \frac{c-1}{W_{res,c}(i)} - \frac{W_c(i)}{W_{res,c}(i)} \right). \quad (14)$$

with $\forall i : W_{res,c}(i) = W - \sum_{m=1}^{c-1} W_m(i)$.

**Proof:** See Appendix D.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

All simulations for DT-SCS were performed in Matlab, by extending the event-driven simulator for the DESYNC protocol by [32]. Since DT-SCS is a MAC-layer protocol, the utilized simulation is reporting results in function of packet loss experienced within each of the 16 channels of the IEEE802.15.4. The results are compared against TSCH simulation results produced via the 6tisch simulator [30], which is the most accurate TSCH simulator available in public. Since the 6tisch simulator allows for link and timeslot establishment between nodes, we have modified it to also simulate the operation of the EM-MAC protocol [34], which is one of the most-prominent decentralized protocols in the literature. Specifically, we disabled the use of the control channel for slot RQ/ACK and enabled each node to: (i) join the network by selecting channels and wake-up times pseudorandomly; (ii) send beacon packets notifying senders about their listening slots and wake-up times; (iii) predict the wake-up times and channels of receiver(s) and join them to send packets as per the established configuration; (iv) blacklist channels if packet loss above 15% is observed, as per the original EM-MAC proposal [34]. Overall, our comparison is indicative for a broad range of wireless networks encountered in vehicular or mobile node environments because other solutions, like the IEEE 1609.4 extension [26] of the IEEE 802.11p [29] standard, also use slotframe and reservation mechanisms similar to TSCH.

We use data payload size of 60 bytes. Packet loss is simulated by randomly dropping packets to mimic interference conditions experienced within the 2.4 GHz unlicensed band. Simulations were repeated 100 times and average results are reported. In the vast majority of the reported results, the span of 95% confidence intervals was found to be only $\pm 15\%$ from the average values.

Unless otherwise stated, all simulations assume an ad hoc network consisting of $W = 64$ nodes in the $C = 16$ channels of IEEE 802.15.4. Concerning the configuration of the proposed DT-SCS, we used $\alpha = 0.6$, $\beta = 0.6$ for the DESYNC and SYNC parameters of (1) and (3). We set $T = 100$ ms, $t_{swap} = 12$ ms $^6$, $\Delta_{hres} = 0.01$ and $N_c = N_e = 10$. Under the specified settings and excluding the guard time periods (13 ms), one data packet of 60 bytes can be sent between two consecutive beacon packets within the same channel.

Regarding TSCH, we use the default 6tisch settings for timeslots (101 slots) per slotframe and channels (16 channels). Each node has, on average, two outgoing (data sending) links and one incoming (data receiving) link. In addition, the traffic parameter of 6tisch is set to 0.75, which, under the established setup, corresponds to two timeslots per node link within each slotframe. Convergence is assumed for TSCH when ten consecutive slotframes are observed with less than 5% change in timeslot allocations amongst nodes.

Finally, concerning EM-MAC, following the low duty cycle of the original paper [34], we used one outgoing and one incoming slot per node within the 16 channels available, with maximum sleep time interval per node equivalent to 100 slots. The wakeup slot duration was set to be equal to the slot duration of TSCH. The use of these settings ensured minimal clock drift between transmitters and receivers in EM-MAC, and therefore the exponential chase algorithm proposed in the original implementation of the protocol was found to be unnecessary in our implementation. Convergence is assumed for EM-MAC when at least $70\%$ of the nodes have established the wake up time pattern (and channel) to send to their receiver node. The use of $70\%$ was found to provide for the best compromise between convergence and robustness to packet loss and clock drift between sender and receiver nodes.

A. Node Balancing and Connectivity

Firstly, we show that the proposed node balancing mechanism within DT-SCS converges to $\left\lfloor \frac{W}{2} \right\rfloor$ or $\left\lceil \frac{W}{2} \right\rceil$ nodes per channel. Figs. 6(a)-(b) show the initial and final node beacon-packet phases versus the channel number for $W = 14$ nodes in $C = 4$ channels. In the initial state [see Fig. 6(a)], a random number of nodes, each with a random phase, enter each channel. In this example, we have $W_{1,2,3,4} = [5, 3, 2, 4]$. In the converged state [see Fig. 6(b)], the nodes have been

$^6$We opted for the reported values of $T$ and $t_{swap}$ such that, under the expected number of nodes per channel in steady state (i.e., 4 nodes), the duration of the data payload interval in-between the guard times becomes 13 ms, which is similar to the data payload interval of TSCH.
balanced within the channels (with the elected SYNC nodes indicated in red), where the two highest channels have four nodes and the two lowest channels have three nodes.

![Figure 6](image)

**Fig. 6.** Initial (a) and final (b) node beacon-packet phase locations versus channel number. Each node has a unique id, with SYNC nodes indicated in red. (c) Corresponding connectivity between DT-SCS nodes in the Converged mode, with node swapping enabled.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( [W, C] )</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Proposition 4</th>
<th>% Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( {64, 16} )</td>
<td>1.296</td>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {48, 12} )</td>
<td>1.138</td>
<td>1.064</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {32, 4} )</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {25, 3} )</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {12, 3} )</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {8, 2} )</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Convergence Time**

An important aspect of the proposed protocol is the time required to reach the Converged mode from a random initial state.

Table II presents the average convergence time of DT-SCS versus the corresponding theoretical result of Proposition 4 under a variety of settings for \( W \) and \( C \) (all other settings are left as described previously) and no packet loss. Evidently, for the majority of cases, Proposition 4 predicts the simulation convergence time with less than 15% error, and the maximum prediction error is below 36%. Importantly, under no packet loss, the DT-SCS convergence time was always found to be below 1.5 s for all settings.

We can now investigate convergence of DT-SCS under the occurrence of packet losses, and also in comparison to the time required by TSCH and EM-MAC to achieve a stable contention-free slot allocation via their centralized and distributed advertising mechanisms. Fig. 7 presents the related results for \( W = 64 \) nodes under varying packet loss percentage imposed on each of the 16 channels of IEEE 802.15.4. Even though these simulations do not incorporate all the aspects of propagation and interference experienced in a real testbed, the results in Fig. 7 demonstrate that DT-SCS reduces the required convergence time by 22.04–91.61% in comparison to TSCH. Such quick convergence occurs because, contrary to TSCH, the proposed DT-SCS protocol does not require nodes to advertise and acknowledge free slots, which is a process that is detrimental to the convergence time. In addition, DT-SCS converges to the steady-state faster than EM-MAC for packet loss rates below 20%. However, EM-MAC exhibits a very stable convergence behaviour as the low duty cycle and low connectivity of the protocol ensure that, even under high packet loss rate, the majority of nodes establish the wake-up pattern to rendezvous with their receiver within 4 sec.

Subsequently, we study the time required for the network to return to the steady state under the effect of churn (which is typically encountered in mobile and vehicular networks). In this case, the network was initially in steady state, but the arrival or departure of nodes (i.e., the effect of churn) caused the network to return to Converging mode. Fig. 8 depicts a comparison of the re-convergence speed of the proposed DT-SCS against that of TSCH for different churn conditions, namely, low, medium and high churn. These conditions correspond to 5%, 25%, and 50% of nodes arriving or leaving the network, respectively. The results show that, under medium and high churn and packet loss rates up to 22–25%,
In particular, we measure the time to achieve convergence some of the nodes in the network are hidden from other nodes. To lower bandwidth utilization, MAC sender-receiver pairings) are reoccupied, thereby leading the schedule remains largely stable. In both cases, however, packet loss, few nodes receive advertising RQ/ACK, and so will force all nodes to re-converge. Moreover, under high churn, MAC nodes that have lost communication links will engage be expected since, under low churn, only the TSCH or EM-MAC rate is high, or when low churn is experienced. This is to be expected fast convergence when the packet loss decreases by up to 3 seconds (albeit still remaining almost three times higher than that of DT-SCS). This is to be expected since TSCH nodes simply miss RQ packets from hidden nodes. On the other hand, the Converging mode of DT-SCS will perform channel switching until all nodes join channels with non-hidden terminals.

Next, we study the convergence time of the proposed protocol against TSCH under the effect of targeted interference, namely, high packet losses on a given channel. In this regard, we devise the following experiment: We apply packet loss of 30% on channel $c$ of DT-SCS, TSCH and EM-MAC, while all other channels $c \neq c$ suffer from packet loss of 2%. We explore two cases, that is, (i) when $c$ is a random channel ($c \in \{1, \ldots, 16\}$), or (ii) $c$ is the control channel of TSCH and a specific channel (e.g., $c = 1$) of DT-SCS or EM-MAC. Table III shows that the convergence time of all protocols is increased with targeted interference. However, contrary to the proposed DT-SCS and EM-MAC, TSCH is particularly vulnerable to packet losses on the control channel, whereby the convergence time is increased by 444%. This underlines the importance of the decentralised, infrastructure-less, nature of the proposed protocol and EM-MAC and highlights potential problems with centralised protocols that rely on control nodes or coordination channels. Particularly, under high control channel interference, a network deployment using TSCH will struggle to maintain time synchronisation across all channels, thereby suffering from a loss of performance.

### C. Bandwidth Efficiency

To assess the steady state performance of the proposed DT-SCS against TSCH and EM-MAC, we compare the total payload bits successfully received by all DT-SCS nodes per second versus the equivalent results obtained via the 6tisch simulator for TSCH (and its modification for the EM-MAC simulation). Fig. 10 shows that our approach achieves a substantially-higher slot and channel utilization than TSCH, leading to bandwidth gains of 27.12–40.63%. At the same

---

**Fig. 8.** Average time required for DT-SCS, TSCH and EM-MAC to return to steady state under varying degrees of node churn.

**Fig. 9.** Average convergence time under increasing number of hidden nodes.

DT-SCS reduces the time that the network requires to return to steady state in comparison to TSCH and EM-MAC (where we only show the average results as all churn cases exhibited very similar behaviour). This is because under medium and high churn all protocols will require extensive reconfiguration to return to steady state. Similar to the convergence from a random initial state, the proposed DT-SCS achieves quicker convergence in comparison to TSCH. On the contrary, TSCH and EM-MAC offer faster convergence when the packet loss rate is high, or when low churn is experienced. This is to be expected since, under low churn, only the TSCH or EM-MAC nodes that have lost communication links will engage in re-advertising actions. Conversely, the proposed protocol will force all nodes to re-converge. Moreover, under high packet loss, few nodes receive advertising RQ/ACK, and so the schedule remains largely stable. In both cases, however, the disadvantage is that not all abandoned TSCH slots (or EM-MAC sender-receiver pairings) are reoccupied, thereby leading to lower bandwidth utilization.

We now investigate the convergence speed of DT-SCS when some of the nodes in the network are hidden from other nodes. In particular, we measure the time to achieve convergence to steady state when a number of randomly chosen nodes\(^7\) cannot communicate with a random subset of twelve other nodes in the considered setup. In order to make an extensive investigation of the effect of hidden nodes, we vary their number from 0 to 32 and repeat the DT-SCS convergence process multiple times in order to measure the average convergence time. The results in Fig. 9 show that, irrespective of the presence of hidden nodes, the convergence speed of DT-SCS is significantly higher than that of TSCH and EM-MAC. When hidden nodes are present, the required convergence time of DT-SCS increases by up to 3 seconds, while that of TSCH decreases by up to 3 seconds (albeit still remaining almost three times higher than that of DT-SCS). This is to be expected since TSCH nodes simply miss RQ packets from hidden nodes.

---

**Table III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Convergence Time (in seconds) Under Targeted Interference.</th>
<th>DT-SCS</th>
<th>TSCH</th>
<th>EM-MAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On a random channel ($c \neq 1$)</td>
<td>1.2496</td>
<td>14.2186</td>
<td>4.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On TSCH control channel</td>
<td>1.2496</td>
<td>73.9126</td>
<td>4.095</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^7\)Nodes can be Sync or Desync.
time, it offers more than five times the network throughput of EM-MAC. This is because DT-SCS allows for all nodes to use all the available time in-between their own beacon and the next beacon (barring the guard time intervals) for contention-free transmission. On the contrary, TSCH requires advertisement and confirmation actions and imposes a rigid slot allocation. Such a rigid slotframe allocation imposes strict limitations on the available bandwidth per node, restrictions that are not applied by the proposed DT-SCS protocol. Moreover, EM-MAC imposes a low duty cycle due to the receiver-driven rendezvous policy applied in the protocol, thereby leading to substantially lower network throughput.

VI. EXPERIMENTS WITH TELOSB MOTES

We implemented both DT-SCS and TSCH as applications in the Contiki 2.7 operating system running on low-power TelosB motes\(^8\). By utilizing the NullMAC and NullRDC network stack options in Contiki, we control all node interactions at the MAC layer via our code. Our DT-SCS implementation follows the protocol description of Section III-C with \(T = 100\) ms, \(\alpha = \beta = 0.6\), \(N_c = N_e = 10\) and guard time of 12 ms [Fig. 2(b)] for increased robustness to interference. During the Converged mode all nodes switch to “sparse listening”, i.e., they listen for beacons only once every twenty periods, unless high interference noise is detected\(^9\). Concerning TSCH, our implementation follows the advertisement RQ/ACK and slotframe structure of the 6tisch simulator and TSCH standard [27], [30], [47], namely: channel 11 of IEEE 802.15.4 for advertisements, RQ/ACK ratio of 1/9, slotframe comprising 101 slots of 15ms each, and one node (at the center of our deployment) was set to broadcast the slotframe beacon for global time synchronization. For both frameworks, we utilized the TelosB high-resolution timer (rtimer library) for setting transmission and listening events. We remark that the slotframe period and guard time settings are similar to those of the IEEE 1609.4 [26] extension of IEEE 802.11p [29].

Similar to our simulations, all experiments are based on the deployment of \(W = 64\) nodes in the \(C = 16\) channels of IEEE 802.15.4. For DT-SCS, this leads to \(W_c = 4\) nodes per channel in the steady state. The 64 TelosB motes were placed in four neighboring rooms on the same floor of an office building, with each room containing 16 nodes. Each DT-SCS node (either SYN or DESYN) could reach up to 48 other nodes via channel swapping. This agrees with the values for \(D_{SYNC}\) and \(D_{DESYNC}\). On the other hand, each TSCH node could reach only up to 4 other nodes under the used configuration. Overall, our setup corresponds to scenarios involving dense network topologies and data-intensive communications once the ad hoc wireless nodes are activated from a suspended state.

A. Results under Interference

We investigate the convergence time of DT-SCS and TSCH under varying interference levels. Rapid convergence to the steady network state is extremely important when the entire set of nodes is initiated from a suspended state, or when sudden changes happen in the network (e.g., multiple nodes join or leave). We carried out 100 independent tests, with each room containing an interference generator for 25 tests. To generate interference, an RF signal generator was used to create an unmodulated carrier in the center of each channel. The carrier amplitude was adjusted to alter the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) at each receiver [48]. The nodes were set to maximum transmit power (+0 dBm) in order to operate under the best SNR possible. As an indication, in the utilized experimental environment, jamming signal powers of 6.00, 9.00, 10.00 and 10.25 dBm correspond to average packet losses of 0.3%, 1.7%, 11.4%, 29.4%, respectively.

Fig 11(a) shows the time required for DT-SCS and TSCH to converge under varying interfering signal power levels. The results obtained with our Contiki implementation corroborate that the proposed DT-SCS reduces the convergence time by an order of magnitude in comparison to TSCH. Moreover, the difference in convergence time between the proposed protocol and TSCH is increasing with the interference level. This result demonstrates the key advantages of the DT-SCS protocol with respect to TSCH, namely that: (i) it is fully decentralized and (ii) it does not depend on an advertisement and acknowledgement scheme.

Next, we investigate the convergence time of the proposed DT-SCS protocol and TSCH under the effect of targeted interference on a given channel. Concerning the former, given that there is no coordination channel, we explore how the interference on channel \(c + 1\) effects the convergence in channel \(c\). A moderate level of interference (that is, 5 dBm) in channel \(c + 1\) causes fluctuations in the SYN node beacon of channel \(c\) in \(\{1, \ldots, 16\}\), which in turn causes the average convergence time to increase from 1.223 to 1.518 seconds. When the same level of interference is also applied on channel \(c\), the convergence time is further increased to 2.738 seconds. Regarding

---

\(^8\)Due to the fact that the simulation experiments of the previous section showed that EM-MAC achieves substantially lower network throughput and lower connectivity than the proposed DT-SCS, we do not utilize EM-MAC in our experiments and instead compare only against TSCH.

\(^9\)In the Converged mode, we determine the interference noise floor in-between transmissions by reading the CC2420 RSSI register and switch to regular listening of all anticipated neighboring beacons per period if high interference noise levels are detected. Therefore, the option of sparse listening does not affect the stability of DT-SCS.
TSCH, we observed that interference in the advertisement channel led to unstable behavior and, for the cases where convergence was eventually achieved, more than 30 seconds were required. This demonstrates the detriment of depending on a coordination channel for advertisements.

B. Bandwidth Results

We measured the total network bandwidth (that is, total payload bits per second) achieved under DT-SCS and TSCH. Interference was applied as described in Section VI-A. The results, depicted in Fig 11(b), show that DT-SCS systematically achieves more than 40% increase in the total network throughput, irrespective of the interference level. Both protocols experience a significant loss of throughput under high interference levels (that is, above 10 dBm), which is, however, substantially more severe for TSCH. In effect, when interference is above 12 dBm, the bandwidth utilization of TSCH drops to zero because of the inability of TSCH to recover lost slots through advertising. On the contrary, even at high interference levels, DT-SCS recovers bandwidth utilization due to the elasticity of SYN C and DESYN C mechanisms and the high values used for $N_e, N_c$.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose a novel protocol for ad hoc wireless networks that performs decentralized time-synchronized channel swapping (DT-SCS) and circumvents certain convergence and network utilization problems of existing designs, such as the state-of-the-art time-synchronized channel hopping (TSCH) protocol. The unique aspect of our approach is the use of pulsed-coupled oscillators that concurrently perform synchronization and desynchronization across multiple channels. This allows for rapid convergence to the steady state in a completely decentralized manner, that is, without requiring a node or channel coordinator, or time synchronization via a universal coordinated time mechanism. DT-SCS spontaneously adapts to node churn and varying packet losses, while offering high degree of connectivity through channel swapping. Experimentation via simulations and a real Contiki-based implementation on TelosB motes shows that, in comparison to TSCH and the Efficient Multichannel MAC (EM-MAC) protocol, the proposed DT-SCS leads to a significant reduction of the convergence time and substantially higher network throughput utilization. These traits render the proposed DT-SCS an excellent candidate for vehicular or mobile deployments that collect and communicate large quantities of information in a decentralized manner.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Proof: During the Converging mode, a SYNC node may switch from channel $c$ to $c + 1$, or from channel $c − 1$ to $c$. A SYNC node switch occurring simultaneously between channels $c − 1 → c$ and $c → c + 1$ at the $k$th period can be expressed stochastically for the number of nodes in channel $c ∈ \{1, . . . , C\}$ by

$$W_c^{(k+1)} = W_c^{(k)} - u \left[ W_c^{(k)} - W_{c+1}^{(k)} - 1 \right] p_{c+1} W_c^{(k)} + u \left[ W_c^{(k)} - W_{c-1}^{(k)} - 1 \right] p_{c} W_{c-1}^{(k)}$$

while for channel $C$,

$$W_C^{(k+1)} = W_C^{(k)} - u \left[ W_C^{(k)} - W_1^{(k)} - 2 \right] p_1 W_C^{(k)} + u \left[ W_C^{(k)} - W_{C-1}^{(k)} - 1 \right] p_{C} W_{C-1}^{(k)}$$

and for channel 1,

$$W_1^{(k+1)} = W_1^{(k)} - u \left[ W_1^{(k)} - W_2^{(k)} - 1 \right] p_2 W_1^{(k)} + u \left[ W_1^{(k)} - W_C^{(k)} - 2 \right] p_1 W_C^{(k)}$$

\[(17)\]
where $u[\cdot]$ is the unit-step function, $W_{c-1}^{(k)}$, $W_c^{(k)}$ and $W_{c+1}^{(k)}$ are the expected numbers of nodes at channels $c-1$, $c$ and $c+1$ during the $k$th period, and $p_c^{(k)}$ is the probability the SYNC node will switch to channel $c$ during the $k$th period. We remark that $p_c^{(k)}$ is smaller than unity since (typically) only a single (SYNC) node will switch channels—or—in the case of interference—no node will manage to switch.

For every channel $c \in \{1, \ldots, C\}$ the transition system formed by (15) is written in matrix form as

$$w^{(k+1)} = G^{(k)}w^{(k)}$$

with

$$w^{(k+1)} = \begin{bmatrix} W^{(k+1)}_{1} \ W^{(k+1)}_{2} \cdots \ W^{(k+1)}_{C-1} \ \ W^{(k+1)}_{C} \end{bmatrix}^T$$

$$w^{(k)} = \begin{bmatrix} W^{(k)}_{1} \ W^{(k)}_{2} \cdots \ W^{(k)}_{C-1} \ \ W^{(k)}_{C} \end{bmatrix}^T$$

and

$$G^{(k)} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 - g_1^{(k)} & 0 & 0 & \cdots & g_{C}^{(k)} \\ 0 & 1 - g_2^{(k)} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 1 - g_{C-1}^{(k)} \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 - g_C^{(k)} \end{bmatrix}$$

where $\forall c < C: g_c^{(k)} = u\left[W_c^{(k)} - W_{c+1}^{(k)} - 1\right]p_c^{(k)}$ and $g_C^{(k)} = u\left[W_C^{(k)} - W_1^{(k)} - 2\right]p_1^{(k)}$.

The eigenvectors of the system in (18) are given by

$$w^{(SS)} = \begin{bmatrix} W_1^{(SS)} \\ \vdots \\ W_C^{(SS)} \end{bmatrix}^T$$

This is because $w^{(SS)}$ vectors in the form of (22) lead to

$$\forall c: \begin{cases} \frac{u}{C} W_c^{(SS)} - W_{c+1}^{(SS)} = 0 \\ \frac{u}{C} W_C^{(SS)} - W_1^{(SS)} = 0 \end{cases} \Rightarrow \forall c: g_c^{(SS)} = 0.$$

Thus, we have

$$\forall c: \lim_{k \to \infty} W_c^{(k)} \in \left\{ \begin{bmatrix} W_1^{(SS)} \\ \vdots \\ W_C^{(SS)} \end{bmatrix} \right\}.$$

Note that the transition matrix $G^{(k)}$ in (21) has all its columns summing to unity, while its entries are non-negative and smaller than unity. As such, via the Perron–Frobenius theorem [49], we find that the maximum magnitude of all eigenvalues of $G^{(k)}$ is unity, that is, all eigenvalues of any instantiation of $G$ are within (or on) the unit circle. Therefore, the system in (18) will reach a vector of the form of (22), or will oscillate between multiple of these vectors (fixed points). However, no oscillations can occur, since, due to the switching rules of (4) and (5), all higher-numbered channels must contain $W_C^{(k)}$ nodes and all lower-numbered channels must contain $W_1^{(k)}$ nodes. Thus, the proposed balancing mechanism converges to a single fixed point in (22).
and W − 2 nodes in channel C and so on). For the non-trivial case of C ≥ 2 and W ≥ 2C, this leads to the following summation:

$$C_{W,C} = \sum_{i_2=0}^{W} \sum_{i_3=0}^{i_2} \cdots \sum_{i_C=0}^{i_{C-1}} \left( W - \sum_{j=1}^{i_2} i_j + 1 \right). \quad (24)$$

By calculating the result of the series of (24), we reach (13).

Since nodes join a channel randomly, once each node makes a decision, it is a "success" or "fail" process for each channel: “success” if the node joins it, “fail” otherwise. The probability of “success” is \(\frac{1}{2}\), while the probability of “fail” is \(\frac{C-1}{W}\). Hence, for the first channel, the probability of combination \(i\) (out of \(C_{W,C}\)) having \(W_1(i)\) nodes (“successes”) out of \(W\) (based on the binomial distribution) is:

$$\Pr(i, Ch1) = \binom{W}{W_1(i)} \left(\frac{1}{2}\right)^{W-W_1(i)} \left(\frac{C-1}{W}\right)^{W-W_1(i)}. \quad (25)$$

For the second channel, the probability of combination \(i\) having \(W_2(i)\) nodes out of \(W - W_1(i)\) possible nodes (since we assumed that \(W_1(i)\) nodes have chosen to join the first channel) is:

$$\Pr(i, Ch2) = \binom{W-W_1(i)}{W_2(i)} \left(\frac{1}{2}\right)^{W-W_1(i)-W_2(i)} \left(\frac{C-1}{W}\right)^{W-W_1(i)-W_2(i)}. \quad (26)$$

Iterating this for all channels, we can derive in a similar fashion \(\Pr(i, Ch3), \ldots, \Pr(i, Ch(C-1))\). The remaining number of nodes, i.e., \(W - \sum_{i=1}^{C} W_i\) nodes, will be joining channel \(C\) with probability \(\Pr(i, Ch(C)) = 1\). Since these probabilities are independent, the probability of combination \(i\) having the node distribution: \(W_1(i) \ldots W_C(i)\) in channels 1, 2, ..., \(C\) is given by (14). Notice that the assumption of nodes deciding first on whether to join channel 1, then whether to join channel 2, etc., is not restrictive. In fact, the above analysis can be expressed with any order of channels without affecting the result. In other words, the numbering of channels stated above has no effect on \(\Pr(i)\).

We can then estimate the expected delay until convergence via (12), with the expression in the maximization of (12) establishing the largest imbalance of the node distribution of combination \(i\) from the average number of nodes per channel, \(\left\lceil \frac{W}{C} \right\rceil\). This expresses the channel that will experience the highest number of channel switches until convergence (each requiring \(N_c\) periods for SYNC node election and \(N_c\)).
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